Book hotel, transport and other services now

We are now offering all registrants of the 2016 Genghis Khan Festival the option to book hotel
accommodation and other services via our online registration form by Active. Just log in again,
to choose your options.

The main event hotel, Xiwuqi Hotel, is currently already fully booked. The race office is located
in this hotel on the second floor. However, there's more decent hotels on offer such as Dian Li
Hotel, which includes breakfast in the room price, Shuang Li Hotel and Jiu Tian Hotel. Please
take a look at our accommodation section of this website to find out more information.

The nearest airport is Xilinhot, but that is still 150km away from the Xiwuqi grasslands. We
provide airport shuttle services from Xilinhot, and also from Chifeng airport, to Xiwuqi, which you
can also book via the registration form. If your flight ends in Beijing, we also provide a long
distance bus transfer straight to Xiwuqi in approx 9 to 10 hours via highway. This is more
convenient and relaxing then it sounds: bring a book, an iPod, some food and drinks or just get
to know all the other bikers and runners on the bus. The busses depart at Jiandemen Station in
Beijing at 7 a.m. on Thursday and Friday, and return on Sunday morning or Sunday late
afternoon. Check our transport section for further details.

Grassland Marathon runners can enjoy a breakfast buffet at the supplementary cost of 50 RMB
from 5 a.m. onwards on race day (Saturday).

On Saturday night, all participants are of course again kindly invited to join the welcome
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banquet and the grassland crazy night at the Mongolian Yurt city, finishing place of the second
MTB stage. A great outdoor bonfire party in the grasslands that is not to be missed. Find out
details via the relevant subsection under 'Travel'.

For any further queries, please contact us:

Tel: 86 10 85801757

Email:info@nordicways.com
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